Abstract-For a large class of linear neutral type systems boundedness of the feedback law u = F(zt(.)) F(z(t+.)) the problem of stabilizing feedback is studied. The proposed depends on the topology of the state space. feedback is regular, in this sense that it does not contain the Let us observe that the natural state space for the equation derivative of delayed state as it is usually considered. This allows to maintain the system in the same class. The obtained closed (4) are n x n-matrices whose elements belong to L2 (-1, 0). It is obvious that for linear systems in finite dimensional where A is the generator of a Co-semigroup and is defined spaces the linearity of the feedback implies that the control by is bounded in every neighborhood of 0. For infinite dimen--(t) sional spaces the situation is much more complicated. The A t ( ) J
are n x n-matrices whose elements belong to L2 (-1, 0).
Fz(t +.) fF2(0)z(t+o)dt+ F3 (o)(t + 0)dt (3) In our previous work [11] we analyzed asymptotic stability -1 -conditions. One of the main point of the cited work (and where F2 (.), F3 (.) C L2.
some references therein) is the fact that for (4) it may appear Several authors (see for example [5] , [6] , [2] and referasymptotic non exponential stability. We gave a detailed ences therein) use feedback laws which for our system may analysis of non exponential stability in terms of the spectral take the form properties of the matrix A1. To make our concept more precise we consider the opersay that the system (2) is asymptotically stabilizable if there ator model of the system used in [11] : exists a linear control u = F(z(.)) such that the system d (y(t) > A (t) + Bu (5) becomes asymptotically stable after putting this control in dt t Zt(*) J +t Z ( Ae txo in particular in [ 1] for the analysis of the stability of the < e1At O D(A) system (4) and in [9] for the analysis of the controllability problems (see also [1] , [4] directly [9] , [11] . Since after the feedback we get also a neutral type system like (4) Thisilad 2tthe following definition.
From a physical point of view, A-boundednes of the Definition 2. The system (2) (and (6)) is said to be regustabilizing feedback .F means that the energy added by the larly asymptotic stabilizable if there exists a linear relatively feedback remains uniformly bounded in every neighborhood a-bounded feedback u ¶ such that the operator A+si of 0. Hence the problem of regular asymptotic stabilizability satisfies o(fa) Do(Ai + B ¶) and is the infinitesimal for the systems (2) , (5) 
= leAtxo x + leAtzAxo l.
where G is of bounded variation is used to achieve the (4) (A has a bounded inverse, if not we consider the equivalent the strong stability was investigated in our previous works norm lx0oll + l(Aol -A)-1xol with A0 C p(A)). Then [10] , [11] . For a particular case of neutral type systems lexctxo0D(A) < M(iv'x0o + 14Axo 1) the problem of strong stabilizability (regular in the sense of Definition 2) was considered in [8] , [10] . We here use (1 18 , the term of regular stabilizability for the neutral type system Ax ( 1zl in parallel wvith "strong stabilizability") asoc by the reason that for those systems the words "strong stabilizability" was 1) rank ( Ai(A) B) n for all Re A > 0, where used in [2] z < 1}. In this case we proved that the system (2) can be 0), then from the results given in [11] it follows that the stabilized by a set of regular controls of the form (3 
